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SUBJECT: Amendment No.  2 to Request for Proposal No. 1862 
 
DATE OF AMENDMENT: September 29, 2010 
 
DATE OF RFP RELEASE: August 20, 2010 
 
DATE AND TIME OF OPENING: October 7, 2010 @ 2:00 p.m. 
 
AGENCY CONTACT:   Gail Burchett, Purchasing Officer 
 
 
The following shall be a part of RFP No. 1862 for A Multi-State contract for Facilities 
Maintenance, Lighting Products, Industrial Supplies and Tools.  If a vendor has already 
returned a proposal and any of the information provided below changes that proposal, please 
submit the changes along with this amendment.  You need not re-submit an entire proposal prior 
to the opening date and time. 
 
 
Section I. Timeline Change: 
 
The opening date/ final day and time for response submittal, shall be October 20, 2010 @ 2:00 
p.m. 
 
Section II: Additional State Intent to Participate: 
 
The State of Oregon has signed an “Intent to Participate” document for this procurement. 
 
Section III: Addition Terms and Conditions: 
 
The following are the unique terms and conditions for the State of Connecticut. 
 

Connecticut Unique 
Provisions.pdf  

Section IV:  Questions and Answers: 
 
1. You refer to an excel file included, but I found no evidence.  Only the overview and 

Industrial Supplies docs.  Please email or publish. 
 
The excel spread sheet was embedded in the document however, a revised excel 
spreadsheet with market basket manufacturer part numbers corrected as needed will be 
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released in this amendment. Please see the embedded document at the end of this 
amendment. 
 

2. Could you provide the sample proposal let us reference?  Because we are first time to 
apply this project so please assist us to process this proposal. 
 
No. 

 
3. Do the lighting products include pre-stressed concrete poles? 

 
No the lighting products section of the market basket does not contain pre-stressed 
concrete poles, however, if this item is part of an awardees’ catalog it may be sold to an 
end user as part of the balance of the line offering in that vendor’s contract. 

 
4. On the Excel file for item pricing. The tab marked Fasteners, all the items in category 

column marked Packaging & Shipping do not match up. For example: 4VZ56 is a tarp 
like the description says, but 3M 398 is masking tape. 4DV39 is a wire rope clip as 
description, but 6BU52 is a cardboard box. All of these marked as Packaging & shipping 
are this way. I spot check some on other tabs and categories and this is the only problem 
area. A lot of the manufacture numbers are for tape and boxes, but there is no tape or 
boxes by description in this section. I don't know if you need to visit this tab or use the 
Grainger number or the manufactures numbers.  
 
The corrected excel spreadsheet is embedded at the end of this document. 
 

5. There is another section in the spreadsheet where Grainger numbers and manufactures 
part numbers are totally different. On the lamps ballast and fixture tab, the items in the 
column marked lamps are the ones that are not matching. Example 5XP45 is a 31 watt U 
tube lamp, Manufactures number is a 54 watt high output 8ft lamp  
 
The corrected excel spreadsheet is embedded at the end of this document. 
 

6. How can I know if our product would be used on any one project? 
 
Should your company be awarded a contract, there is no guarantee of sales. 
 

7. Can all communication be done electronically? 
 
No. Communication regarding this procurement shall be as stated in RFP # 1862 only. 
 

8. This solicitation includes Security products. However, there are no line items for "book 
detection systems" installed in public, school or university libraries. Will you consider 
adding these items to this solicitation? Or is there another purchasing vehicle available 
for these products?  
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No, we will not add these items, however if they are items listed in an awardees’ 
catalog, they will be available under this contract. 
 

9. Is the current WSCA contract due to expire, available for review by the public?  If so, 
how can we obtain a copy? 
 
Yes, please send an email to gburchet@purchasing.state.nv.us and I will respond by 
sending you our Public Information Request form.  After this form is returned to 
Nevada State Purchasing, I will make the contract available via email or disc to you. 
 

10. In the Market Basket Spread Sheet for Batteries and Flashlights, you have a column for 
"2009 Units Sold". If it is an 8 pack, for example, does that quantity indicate how many 8 
packs are sold or how many individual units are sold? 
 
Individual Units. 
 

11. Does the contract administrator have a preference for the formatting of the electronic 
(CD-ROM) price list that will be submitted along with this bid? In our other single State 
bids we've traditionally submitted our pricing in Microsoft Access format. Is this format 
acceptable for this particular bid or is there some other preferred format that we should 
follow? 
 
Your response to the price list must be as requested in the RFP document only. 
Vendor’s catalogs may be submitted on CD or hardcopy. 
 

12. 1.1 Volume Discounts – Minimum Order Will the State of NV and all Participating 
States take into consideration and allow the proposers to ship according to the mfg 
ordering guidelines? In the event a manufacture will only ship case qty; example: lamps 
can be only shipped in qty of 12 per case. Manufactures have restrictions on certain items 
which have been proven to limit damaged shipments.  
 
The State of Nevada will allow proposers to offer manufacturer guideline ordering 
quantities. However, this minimum order issue will need to be addressed separately to 
each Participating State via that State’s Participating Addendum. 
 

13. 1.6 Allowable Price Increases- The RFP states that all price increases will be 
substantiated by the Producer Price Index and/or Consumer Price Index or similar pricing 
guide. Will The State of Nevada and all Participating States accept a manufacture price 
increase on manufacture letterhead stating the proposer’s percentage increase and 
effective date?  
 
No, price increases shall be substantiated by the PPI, CPI or similar pricing guide. 
 

14. Attachment H - Market Basket Pricing Schedule certain manufactures do not offer a 
published List Price; in lieu of a manufacture list price can we submit proposer list price? 
 

mailto:gburchet@purchasing.state.nv.us
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Yes. 
 

15.  Attachment I – Percentage off List per Category Is this portion of the RFP a percentage 
off Mfg List or Proposer’s List Price? If the percentage is based off the manufacture list, 
can we provide a percentage discount off different manufacture(s) rather than a 
percentage off the category? IE 40% off Sloan, 35% Moen, vs. 25% off Plumbing 
category.  
 
The percentage of list per category is based off the proposers catalog list price and not 
the manufacturer list price. The proposer’s percentage off catalog list price shall be 
one percentage for all items in that category. 
 

16. Our organization installs and sells emergency vehicle products for police and fire. Some 
of the items we sell are light bars, sirens, cages and bumpers. Your listing of categories 
does not list these items. Are these items included in any of your categories? Or is this 
bid just for building facilities. 
 
No, these items are not included in this RFP. 

 
17. We are working on the lamp and ballast section of this bid and we have a major concern 

regarding the spreadsheet provided. We are not sure which column to use to bid items as 
the item number and the item description are entirely different on the majority of items. 
Can you please clarify the best approach to bidding these items- which reference should 
we use to determine the item being bid? We anxiously await your response and hope that 
it is before the state Sept 22 date, as this bid requires a huge amount of time and effort for 
vendors.  
 
The corrected excel spreadsheet is embedded at the end of this document. 
 

18. I am a LED lighting distributer from AZ. our lights are US made and we can replace 
almost any light with an LED. Will LED lights be considered in this bid 
 
you may respond to any item with an equal or better item however, in order for a 
proposer’s submission to be considered responsive; a proposer must be able to provide 
for a minimum of one full category to one entire State.  

 
19. Where within the RFP do we find the list of products and estimated quantities that are 

being requested for bid? In particular the Air Filters.  
 
These items are in the pricing section excel spread sheet. The corrected excel 
spreadsheet is embedded at the end of this document. 

 
20. However, if a Proposer elects to submit a Proposal for a single State then the Proposer 

must be willing to supply the entire State and will not be allowed to add additional States 
following award or at any time during the term of the contract or any renewals. If a 
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proposer offers multiple states are they barred from adding states after the award? A 
proposer’s geographic distribution limitations may change during the course of the 
contract. How would WSCA/SON interpret the above clause in that circumstance?  
 
The language in Section one of this RFP shall be changed to the following: 
 
However, if a Proposer elects to submit a Proposal for a single State then the Proposer 
must be willing to supply the entire State.  Proposers may add additional States at a 
later date during the contract if mutually agreed to by the proposer and WSCA. Please 
note that this does not guarantee that additional States added at this later date will 
automatically sign a Participating Addendum.  
 

21. All pricing listed shall be ceiling prices with the option for Participating States to 
negotiate more favorable discounts for large orders. Does this apply to category discounts 
as well or only to the line item pricing in the attachment?  
 
Both category and line item pricing. 
 

22. 3. 5.1.11 financial information and documentation to be included in Part III of your 
response in accordance with the Submittal Instructions. 1. Dun and Bradstreet number 2. 
Federal Tax Identification Number 3. The last two - (2) years and current year interim: 
Profit and Loss Statement Balance Statement Will the State of Nevada accept alternate 
financial assurances in the form of “Letters of Comfort” from our banking and 
accounting firms? As a privately held company disclosure of our financial statements is a 
requirement that runs contrary to the private nature of our ownership. In the event the 
State will not accept alternate forms of assurance of financial soundness what is the 
statutory or regulatory basis for this requirement?  
 
Yes, the State will accept alternate financial assurances. 
 

23. Product Questions Market Basket Spreadsheet cleaning category. a. Please provide the 
Diversey item numbers. Many of these items have multiple product pack and Unit 
specifications. 5NF21 Disinfectant,1 Qt Diversey, Inc. WIDE RANGE II RTU 3UT36 
Cleaner, Foam Burst Diversey, Inc. FOAM BURST 5NF24 Cleaner,1 Qt Diversey, Inc. 
CREME SOLVER 2LEF7 Clinging Toilet Bowl Cleaner,1 qt Diversey, Inc. 2LEF7 
5NF22 Cleaner,Grout,1 Qt Diversey, Inc. GREAT WHITE 2CXB8 Cleaner and 
Disinfectant,Pine,1 Gal Diversey, Inc. 2CXB8 5NF23 Cleaner,1 Qt Diversey, Inc. 
TOUGH BOWL none Oxivir Five 16 Johnson Diversery none Alpha-HP Bathroom 
Cleaner Johnson Diversery none Alpha-HP Multi Surface Cleaner Johnson Diversery 
none Stride Neutral Cleaner Johnson Diversery.  

 
Please provide pricing per quart for each product. 
 

24. Please explain why these industrial lubricant products are included in the cleaning supply 
category? We request that these be removed from consideration as required items. 4ZF44 
Grease, Automotive Exxon Mobil Oil Corp XHP222SPECIAL 4UJ42 Grease,2 NLGI 
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Grade LPS Laboratories, a div of ITW 70614 1D262 QD Contact Cleaner,16 Oz,Net 
11Oz Crc Industries Inc 03130 4ZF21 Oil,Air Compressor Exxon Mobil Oil Corp 
RARUS 427 6Y743 Lube,Greaseless,11 Oz LPS Laboratories, a div of ITW 00116 
3KB67 Lube,Industrial,12 Oz Diversified Brands 20027 2CDU4 Lubricant,Aerosol 
w/Smart Straw,8 oz Wd-40 Company 110054 2NV59 Lubricant,Smart Straw,16 oz,12 oz 
Wd-40 Company 10032 2C687 Cleaner,Contact,11 Oz LPS Laboratories, a div of ITW 
03116 2CDU5 Lubricant,Aerosol w/Smart Straw,11oz Wd-40 Company 110078 3UM47 
Lubricant,Wd 40,16 Oz WD-40 Company 10016.  
 
The corrected excel spreadsheet is embedded at the end of this document. 
 

25. 1. In regards to the Market Basket Cost Schedule for the lighting portion, on the majority 
of the lamps listed, the description and manufacturer model no. do not match. Which 
should we be using? 
 
The corrected excel spreadsheet is embedded at the end of this document. 
 

26. We would like to bring to your attention that there are discrepancies in Attachment H, 
WSCA RFP 1862 Pricing Worksheets. In many cases column D named Manufacturer 
Model No. does not associate to column A named Part Number. For example, Worksheet 
Name HVAC, lines 27 through 30 the part numbers do not match the manufacturer part 
number. These same types of discrepancies can be found on other tabs. Please advise on 
how to proceed.  
 
The corrected excel spreadsheet is embedded at the end of this document. 
 

27. Page 20 - 9.3.1. Can a thumb drive be used to submit electronically instead of a CD?  
 
No. 

   
28. Page 10 – 3.5. We do not have workflow management controls for E-Commerce – can 

this be moved to the desirable section?  
 
Yes. Section 3.5 E-Commerce and Web Catalog Capabilities shall be changed to a 
desirable requirement. 
    

29. Page 19 – 9.2. The submission date is October 7, 2010 at 2:00 pm. but the reference 
submission date shows October 1, 2010 – is this correct or should it be October 7, 2010 
like the main submission date?  
 
The reference date is earlier than the proposal submission date. 

  
30. Attachment G page 60. Will all the basic WSCA states be participating even if they are 

not listed on page 60? For example California, Wyoming and Oregon are not listed as 
participating states but are part of the 16 base WSCA states.  
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Not necessarily. All States will sign Participating Addendums if and when they decide 
to use an awarded contract. 

  
31. Attachment H Market basket. Is the List price the manufacturer’s list price?  
  
 No.  It is the vendor’s catalog list price. 
 
32. Attachment I Percentage off list pricing schedule. Can more than one discount be 

submitted for a category? For example, for #15 Power Tools & Accessories, discounts 
submitted for tools and accessories could be 35, 40, 45, 50 and 60. By providing multiple 
discounts better pricing can be offered to the WSCA states.  
 
No. Please provide one percentage off category list price for each full category you 
propose. 

  
33. Should my pricing include freight charges or should that be separate from pricing? 

 
Yes. All products delivered to the continental United States are to be FOB Destination. 
Hawaii and Alaska may be taken as an exception however proposers must describe in 
detail, any freight charges to these two States. 
 

34. Cannot reach list of products to bid on. 
 
The corrected excel spreadsheet is embedded at the end of this document. 

 
35. Inquiring as to any update to Attachment H Market Basket Pricing Schedule to the 

lamps/ballasts and fixtures description and model numbers. Most of the manufacturer 
model numbers for lamps do not match their descriptions in the spreadsheet. 
 
The corrected excel spreadsheet is embedded at the end of this document. 
 

36. Our company, LED ECO SOLUTIONS INC. dba AoTuroaLED, is a leading edge 
manufacturer of a full line of LED (light emitting diodes) products. Our classification 
falls under "Lamps, Ballasts and Fixtures". Our company does not manufacture, 
distribute or sell ballasts, fluorescent lighting, etc. Our question is: Will WSCA issue an 
addendum that allows our products to be offered via WSCA as its own product line. 
Support for our case is as follows: AoTuroaLED is the North American interior lighting 
division of Axiom LED of New Zealand (go to www.AoTuroaLED.com for more 
detailed information). The LED systems we offer are used to retrofit fluorescent lighting 
in office, warehouse, and parking garages. Axiom NZ LED lighting modules are made in 
New Zealand and our Axiom Power Corp. power units are made in Taiwan. Our kits are 
brighter than fluorescents, much lower energy, 10x the life at 100,000 hour rating, and 
contain no hazardous or harmful materials like the mercury (Hg) in fluorescent tubes. 
Due to extensive interest by Military and Government facilities in the USA, 
AoTuroaLED announced that LED systems will be fabricated in California and Nevada. 
The products will be in compliance with GSA standards. White LED retrofit kits will be 

http://www.aoturoaled.com/
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available by late October or early November, 2010. Our products have shown they can 
"out perform" fluorescent through our Department of Energy approved LM79 
photometric testing. We also have strong LED lifetime performance data with our LM80 
compliant lifetime testing. In summary, at the Pre-Proposal Submission Conference in 
Reno, NV, it was suggested that LED companies should partnership with another 
company that provides "Lamps, Ballasts and Fixtures". It is not in our interest to 
partnership with a company of this nature, because we think these products that they sell, 
are rapidly becoming obsolete. They also include hazardous materials, are expensive in 
their disposal and their life expectancy is much shorter compared to LED's. LED's are a 
much superior alternative product. We respectfully request your review of our products 
and your decision to provide an LED line item for our products. 
 
No, a new category will not be added. You may respond to any item with an equal or 
better item however, in order for a proposer’s submission to be considered responsive, 
a proposer must be able to provide a minimum of one full category to one entire State.  

37. I would like to express my concern on offering discounts and from which platform. 
Companies that offer a discount of Catalog Price are offering discounts off an "internal" 
LIST price...which each supplier can create. Requiring to offer discounts off the 
"Manufacturer" Current List Price means everyone will be offering off the same 
platform...this means the evaluators are comparing discounts from the same 
platform...comparing "apples to apples". 

All discounts shall be percentage off of catalog list price. 
 

38. On page 79, a single discount is required for a Category.  My company may offer up to 
twenty different manufacturers that qualify under a Category and each manufacturer may 
offer a different discount/cost structure.  In offering one set discount, it doesn’t offer the 
best pricing available to the end user.  In offering a discount variance (e.g. 3-85%) or the 
ability to break up a Category by listing manufacturers pertaining to the respective 
Category with each discount listed then enables the supplier to offer the best price to the 
end user.  With either option offered be allowed? 
 
No. Please provide one percentage off category list price for each full category you 
propose. 

 
39. Are complete Pricing List required with the bid submittal for EACH manufactured 

offered.  That is on page 79, when listing a discount, is the responder required to submit 
the Price Schedule/Catalog of which the discount is based?  If so, this may be thousands 
of pages.  Is an electronic means (CD, flash drive) sufficient?  
 
Percentage off per category shall be based on vendors catalog and not manufacturer’s 
catalog. 
 

40. The RFP states $360 million in average annual spend. Can you provide the average 
percent spend broken down by Category? Also, can you provide the average annual 
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spend for each of the 31 States? 
 
No. this is an aggregate spend for each category for all Participating States. 
 

41. I see the amendment 1 for 1862a, but don't see what exactly amendment 1 is for?  
 
Amendment 1 was announcing that the preproposal conference was to be held at the 
Grand Sierra Hotel, Reno, Nevada. 
 

42. If we are awarded the contract are the local entities still allowed to buy from other 
vendors as well?  
 
Yes. 
 

43. How will we be notified of the award of the contract? 
 
Awarded vendors will also be sent a notice of award via fax and US mail. 
 

44. Inquiring as to any update to Attachment H Market Basket Pricing Schedule to the 
lamps/ballasts and fixtures description and model numbers.  Most of the model numbers 
do not match their descriptions in the spreadsheet. 
 
The corrected excel spreadsheet is embedded at the end of this document. 

 
45. In Fasteners category, pricing is requested for some wire rope, clips, etc. These items are 

identified as supplied by 3M Company. The supplier looks to be incorrect. Is there 
another supplier you prefer?  

 
Proposers may submit items that are equal or better than the item listed. These may be 
from a different manufacturer than listed. 
 

46. In the lighting section of the Market Basket Price Spreadsheet the Item Description and 
Grainger Product codes are inconsistent with the manufacturer's product codes from line 
47 of the spreadsheet to the bottom. Can you please clarify which code we should be 
comparing? As an example Grainger 5XP32 describes a fluorescent tube. The GE 
lighting description is for a floodlight. 

 
The corrected excel spreadsheet is embedded at the end of this document. 

 
47. Can we receive a copy of the existing Grainger contract and what would be the ETA?  
 

Yes, please send an email to gburchet@purchasing.state.nv.us and I will respond by 
sending you our Public Information Request form.  After this form is returned to 
Nevada State Purchasing, I will make the contract available via email or disc to you. I 
will send you this information within 3 days of receipt of the Public Information 
Request form. 

 

mailto:gburchet@purchasing.state.nv.us
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48. Section 1.3. Some States have existing contracts that already require quarterly rebates. 
Will buyers be required to specify what contract they are using (through P.O. system or 
other…) or will rebates be required on all applicable?  
 
The method used to identify contracts on a purchase order or other form of order 
request shall be described on each State’s Participating Addendum. 
 

49. Section 1.6. Will manufacture list price increases govern yearly price increases and how 
will they be averaged?  
 
No. Requested price increases will be governed by PPI, CPI or other similar index and 
the contract holder’s request. 
 

50. Section 3.3.2. Will market basket items loaded on an interactive Excel sheet or in a 
“favorites” list suffice for labeling in catalog?  
 
Proposers shall describe their current method in their proposal submission. 
 

51. Section 3.5. If contractor has online ordering capability but does not currently have 
online P-card storage and purchasing ability, will that result in deduction of points or 
disqualification?  
 
Section 3.5 is a mandatory section. Proposers that cannot offer the minimum 
requirements as stated in Section 3.5 will be disqualified. 
 

52. Section 3.5. If answer to question 5 is disqualification, how long would contractor have 
to establish these online services? Would the deadline be the proposal due date of 
October 7th or contract start date?  
 
Proposers must be able to meet the minimum requirements at the time of proposal 
submittal. 
 

53. Section 3.1.2. – Catalog format – Can the catalog be provided in a format other than CD, 
like an MS Excel Spreadsheet or other?  Is the entirety of the Ferguson Online 
database/website sufficient?  
 
The catalog may be submitted via CD or hard copy only. 
 

54. Section 3.3.1. – Internet catalogs available – Does the WSCA already have an online 
ordering portal currently in use (i.e.: Ariba, PeopleSoft) or are we to provide the portal 
(i.e.: Ferguson Online website or Punch-out)?  
 
The State of Nevada requires a link to the vendor’s website from the State Purchasing 
web page however; each Participating State may vary on their ordering portals.  
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55. Section 3.5.3. – Online Workflow Management – Please provide a deeper explanation 
and expectations of this point in the contract.  
 
Section 3.5 E-Commerce and Web Catalog Capabilities shall be changed to a desirable 
requirement. Please discuss what controls/ checks and balances you have in place to 
assure WSCA and the Participating States that order requests have been authorized by 
the using agency within that State prior to order placement by the vendor. 
 

56. Section 3.8. – Procurement Card Policy – Can procurement card data for each entity be 
stored at each Ferguson Enterprises, Inc. location? Provide details. a. In the absence of 
pay on the site (through Ferguson Online & Punch-out), will WSCA allow payment 
processing to occur via phone through an FEI representative?  
 
No. Processing of P-card payment must transpire via internet or on site. 

 
57. Section 1 – Overview of Project The categories listed in this section (Electrical Repairs 

and Equipment & Material Handling Repairs) use the word “repair”. Please verify that no 
services are required under these categories?  
 
No services are required under any categories. 
 

58. Our company represents over 2200 manufacturers that cover over 1.2 million products. 
Please confirm we can use our website as the list price?  
 
The term list price means proposer’s catalog list price. 
 

59. Market Basket The entire Lamp Section contains inaccurate information. For each line 
item the WWG part # does not correspond with the Manufacturer’s part #. They represent 
two distinctly different items. Which # should we use to cross the items? The WWG # is 
a higher priced item than the Manufacturer’s #. Please see example below…1PGT3 
Lamp,F7BX/827/ECO,CFL,Plug-In,7W,Biax General Electric Lighting 
F34CW/RS/WM/ECO 2V791 Lamp,90par/H/Fl25,90 W General Electric Lighting 
F32T8/SP41/ECO The part number (1PGT3) and description is not = to the manufacturer 
description (F34CW/RS/WM/ECO)  
 
The corrected excel spreadsheet is embedded at the end of this document. 

 
60. Market Basket Some items in the cleaning section have very little information - see 

example none Oxivir Five 16 Johnson Diversery MRO Chemicals no history We request 
that items that do not have all the information be removed? (There are other items in this 
section with very little information)  
 
We will not remove any items however proposers may offer equal or better to products 
as a replacement for the items listed. 
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61. Please clarify that the unit of measurement for all 2009 Items Sold, Column G, shown on 
all worksheets of the Market Basket Pricing Schedule is given as each, or please state the 
correct unit of measure. 

 
The pricing listed on the unit of measurement as each, although it may be for each 
package if the product is only sold in a package not individually. 

 
62. Would we get a list of departments, agencies, areas that we would call on who use this 

contract?  
 
Each Participating State may provide this information when a Participating Addendum 
is signed with an awarded proposer. 
 

63. Is this web based ordering or phone in only?  
 
This procurement anticipates the use of all forms of ordering methods.  
 

64. Dollars sold by state with the previous contract over the last 5 years?  
 
The figure listed is an aggregate of all using States. 
 

65. Will we have a Service Representative at each location on a weekly or monthly 
basis...how will the account be serviced? 
 
The proposer shall offer a response to this question in their RFP submission. 

 
66. Cleaning Supplies Price Sheet – What are the mic and/or mil of each liner on the cleaning 

supplies list? 
 
Please review the part number given on the spreadsheet at Grainger.com for this 
information. 
 

67. Which ones (liners) are low density or high density? 
 
Please review the part number given on the spreadsheet at Grainger.com for this 
information. 
 

68. Regarding 4.11 Community Rehabilitation Program (CRP). Is the expectation that the 
contractor will restrict the sale of commercial items that are essentially the same as the 
QRF or CRP program item OR is it that the contractor will distribute QRF and CRP 
items? .  
 
It is preferred that the proposers distribute QRF and CRP items. Proposers shall 
describe their capabilities and methods used in their CRP programs. 
 

69. Does the incumbent contractor have a minimum shipment quantity or minimum shipment 
dollar value for FOB freight free terms? If yes, what is the minimum quantity?  
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No. 
 

70. May category discounts be provided as a range, for example 10% - 20% rather than a 
single discount? 
 
No.  A single percentage discount off vendors catalog per category is expected. 
 

71. In Section 1. Overview, where does the proposer identify the geographic limits proposed? 
Are the 31 states that have indicated the intent to participate the maximum geographic 
limit of coverage that may be proposed? If so how will additional states be added should 
they decide to participate after award?  
 
Please indicate your geographic limits beneath the question or statement in the RFP. 
Proposers may name any of the 50 States as part of their geographic coverage. 
 

72. Are the Special Terms and Conditions referring to the Individual State's Unique Terms 
and Conditions? Or are the Special Terms and Conditions the proposer exceptions or 
clarifications to the WSCA terms and conditions?  
 
These are WSCA terms and conditions. Please note however that States that have 
indicated their intent to participate have listed any of their unique terms and conditions 
in the RFP or this amendment. Other States that opt to use awards based on this 
procurement may have unique terms and conditions. These terms and conditions will 
be part of that State’s Participating Addendum. 
 

73. Should the point of contact information of the references be included in the confidential 
proposal given the confidential nature of the information?  
 
No.  
 

74. What is the contract price per each for the following 25 part numbers in the market 
basket? 6TG01 6TD41 3MA16 4T152 2DCX1 2FPJ4 1F398 2CUU1 2ETV7 1PGV6 
4TE16 4TH42 3CB54 5W419 5A051 1RL57 3VG76 4LL48 1PGT2 1TYL3 5U618 
1AD87 2KFY4 2AW10 2ZB21 2NV59. 

 
Please refer to the Grainger web link located on the State of Nevada Purchasing 
website.  

 
75. There are quite a few parts listed in the Lamps Market Basket that do not match. For 

example, line 52, the Model number does not match the description (a model number is 
in the description as well) and they conflict. In these cases, should we bid the model 
number or the description?  
 
The corrected excel spreadsheet is embedded at the end of this document. 
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76. Section 1.8- Participating Addendums (4th bullet point) - When will Participating States 
add Terms & Conditions, before or after the award has been made?  
 
States that opt to use awards based on this procurement will add any unique terms and 
conditions as part of that State’s Participating Addendum after award are made. 

 
77. Section 1.8- Participating Addendums (5th bullet point) - When will Participating States 

and the Contractor negotiate and agree on additional Terms & Conditions, before or after 
the award? 
 
States that opt to use awards based on this procurement will add and negotiate any 
unique terms and conditions as part of that State’s Participating Addendum after 
award are made.  

  
78. Section 1.8- Participating Addendums Upon agreement of the additional Terms & 

Conditions, what is the name of the document that both Participating States and 
Contractor will sign? Is it called a Master Service Agreement for Services of Independent 
Contractor?  
 
The Master Services Agreement will be signed with the Lead State, Nevada. After the 
MSA is signed then a vendor may visit each State and negotiate and sign Participating 
Addendums.   
 

79. Section 1.8- Participating Addendums: What happens if a Participating State and 
Contractor cannot come to an agreement of additional Terms & Conditions?  
 
If a contractor and a State cannot agree on additional terms and conditions then the 
contractor is not obligated to sign that State’s Participating Addendum. 
 

80. Section 3.5.3 Workflow Management - At the present time, we currently do not have this 
feature available on our website. We are working to add this feature with a projected 
launch date of Q3-Q4 in 2011. Will this be acceptable to the State?  
 
Section 3.5 E-Commerce and Web Catalog Capabilities shall be changed to a desirable 
requirement. 

 
81. Section 3.9 Forced Substitutions- For item(s) that have been discontinued by the 

manufacturer. Does the State and the Participating States have a preferred method of 
communication for notification of manufacturer discontinued items?  
 
WSCA will not allow forced substitutions.  Discontinued items must be sent in writing 
to WSCA and be marked as discontinued in the proposer’s ordering system. 
 

82. Section 3.9 Forced Substitutions- Will the State and all the Participating States provide a 
listing of key point of contacts for notification?  
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Nevada as the lead State will be the point of contact for discontinued item notification.  
 

83. Section 3.10 Customer Service Representatives (Subsection 3.10.1.2) -Can you please 
provide a detailed explanation of all that will be required during after hours; i.e. for 
customer service support, product delivery, technical, etc …  
 
The representative must be available to assist in emergency situations that may arise 
within a Participating State. This may include delivery, support, technical etc. 
 

84. Section 3.10 Customer Service Representatives (Subsection 3.10.1.2) Can you also 
provide an anticipated volume for this service?  
 
The volume for this service will vary from State to State. 
 

85. Section 3.10 Customer Service Representatives (Subsection 3.10.1.2) Will we need an 
outside sales representative in every participating state? Can an inside sales team be used 
to cover the area where outside representation is not available?  
 
Proposers must offer Customer Service Representatives as described for each State. 
Proposers shall describe in detail their method for this service. 
 

86. Section 4.5 Shipping (Packing Label and Packing Slip)- Are we correct in thinking the 
WSCA requirement is 1 Packing Label per carton shipped and 1 Packing Slip per 
shipment? If the WSCA shipping requirement is anything different than above, please 
clarify?  
 
In general this will suffice. Certain Participating States may request a different method 
via their Participating Addendum. 
 

87. Section 4.5 Shipping (Packing Label and Packing Slip) - The State is requiring an 
Authorized Purchasers to on the Packing Label. How will we be able to identify the 
Authorized Purchaser on a PO? 
 
Contract holders will be advised of the Authorized Purchasers per State at the time of 
signature on each Participating Addendum.  
 

88. Section 4.5 Shipping (Packing Label and Packing Slip) - If a Proposer is unable to 
provide all the required information being requested, should we make note on the 
exceptions report all the detailed information that we can supply?  
 
Yes. 
 

89. Section 4.6 Implementation (Subsection 4.6.3) - What is an acceptable, expected time 
frame for proposer’s to implement the online ordering system?  
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Proposers shall describe their most thorough but expedient time frame however, an on-
line ordering program must be available at contract signing. This does not mean that 
each Participating State must be live and ready to go. It does mean that a proposer 
must have an on-line ordering methodology in place at the time of contract signature. 
 

90. Section 4.11 Community Rehabilitation Program (CRP) / Qualified Rehabilitative 
Facilities (QRF) - Can the State provide an example(s) of a CRP and QRF?  
 
One example is Easter Seals. For more examples of a CRP please search the web for 
“Community Rehabilitation Program” for list of states and programs offered.  
 
QRF- web link:  http://www.oregon.gov/DAS/SSD/SPO/index.page for program 
information and list of members. 
 

91. Section 4.11 Community Rehabilitation Program (CRP) / Qualified Rehabilitative 
Facilities (QRF) - Can the State please elaborate on the exact qualifications for this 
program?  
 
The qualifications for both CRP/QRF will vary in each Participating State. 
 

92. Section 4.12 Retail Store Purchases / Will Call -Can you clarify the State’s definition of 
Will Call?  
 
A retail store purchase/ will call is defined as a store or similar facility where a 
purchasing entity can come in and purchase an item. In the case of will call, the 
purchasing entity has called ahead, ordered an item and will pick it up at the store 
front in lieu of having the item(s) shipped. 
 

93. Section 5. Company Background and References (Subsection5.1.9 “Has the proposer 
ever been engaged under contract by any Participating State?”)- Is this question referring 
to State contract only or any contract with an agency within the Participating State?  

 
This refers to any public entity contract within a Participating State. 
 

94. Section 5. Company Background and References (Subsection 5.1.13) -Please clarify the 
time duration of litigation cases WSCA is requesting?  
 
The time duration shall be from five (5) years until present. 
 

95. Section 5. Company Background and References (Subsection 5.1.13) - Are the litigations 
directly relating to State vs. the Proposer? Or is the State requesting all litigation that may 
involve; employees, etc…  
 
All litigation within the last five (5) years is requested. 
 

http://www.oregon.gov/DAS/SSD/SPO/index.page
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96. Section 6. Subcontractor Information - Please define Subcontractor. For example, is it 
only Minority and Woman Owned Businesses (M/WBE), Disadvantaged Business 
Enterprise (DBE), Small Business Enterprise (SBE) or other examples of subcontractors?  
 
Subcontractors for this procurement are described as any type of provider or business 
that will be supplying products to a Participating State on your behalf.  
 

97. Section 7.0 Pricing - Can the Proposer provide pricing on the percentage off category and 
not participate on the Market Basket items that correlate to the percentage off category; 
i.e. proposer offers 10% off on the HVAC Percentage off category, and not participate in 
the HVAC Market Basket category?  
 
No. 
 

98. Section 7.0 Pricing - Can the State please provide the awarded bid tabulation from the 
most recent contract?  
 
Due to the size of the requested tabulation, please send an email to 
gburchet@purchasing.state.nv.us requesting this tabulation. 
 

99. Section 9.3 Technical Proposal (Part 1) -Article # 9.3.3, please clarify if the (6) envelopes 
should be addressed to the names of the sourcing team and mailed to each specified 
address or if the (6) envelopes should be included in the entire bid package to be sent to 
Nevada State Purchasing dept.  
 
Yes, proposers shall send the six evaluators as named in Section 9.3.3 the technical 
proposal section only. All other copies of the technical proposal, all cost proposals and 
all confidential material must be sent to Nevada State Purchasing. 
 

100. Master Agreement for Services of Independent Contractor, page #36 -How could we 
obtain a copy of the Participating Addendums and/or Master Agreement for Services of 
Independent Contractor for the State of California and Wyoming?  
 
Due to the size of the requested documents, please send an email to 
gburchet@purchasing.state.nv.us requesting this information. 
 

101. Master Agreement for Services of Independent Contractor, page #36 Where will we find 
a copy of Attachment AA and Attachment CC, which is referenced on page 37?  
 
Attachment AA is RFP 1862 (this solicitation) and any amendments. Attachment CC 
will be the awarded contractor’s proposal.  An MSA for each awarded vendor will be 
issued. 
 

102. Attachment G – States Intending to Participate -Will there be additions to the states listed 
in Attachment G or if the list is inclusive?  
 

mailto:gburchet@purchasing.state.nv.us
mailto:gburchet@purchasing.state.nv.us
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States may opt to use awards from this procurement although they are not listed as 
intending to participate. 
 

103. Attachment C Contract Form - We are unable to locate attachment AA & CC; can you 
please direct us to where we can locate these documents? Or will these be provided at the 
time of award?  
 
Attachment AA is RFP 1862 (this solicitation) and any amendments. Attachment CC 
will be the awarded contractor’s proposal.  An MSA for each awarded vendor will be 
issued. 

 
104. Attachment H (Cleaning Market Basket) -The question is concerning the dispensers that 

hold the paper products. Can you please advise who will be responsible for replacing 
these dispensers in all the Participating States when they fail, or due to damages?  
 
Proposers shall describe who will be responsible for replacing dispensers in their RFP 
response.  
 

105. Attachment H (Cleaning Market Basket) -In addition, there is also a “hanging fee” 
associated for dispenser replacement. Can you please advise who will be responsible for 
this fee?  
 
Proposers shall describe who will be responsible for replacing dispensers in their RFP 
response.  

 
106. Attachment H (Cleaning Market Basket) -Is there a current contract in place that will 

cover the dispenser and hanging fee in each Participating State?  
 
A contract of this nature may or may not be in place in the various Participating States. 
 

107. On page 45, General Requirements, section D - what is the prequalification process for 
self-insured retention?  
 
There is no prequalification process. Proposers shall submit an Acord form or other 
form of insurance limits disclosure.  Limits shall meet or exceed those listed in the 
RFP document. 
 

108. If a supplier to the WSCA agreement has a contract or contracts in participating States or 
other WSCA customers, how does that supplier determine which contracting vehicle to 
use? When placing orders, is it the customer’s responsibility to determine which 
contracting vehicle to use or is it the awarded contractor? Are customer’s required to 
provide a contract number?  
 
Participating States shall determine which contracting vehicle to use  
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109. Please clarify the environmental requirements in sections 4.8.2, 4.8.3 and 4.8.4. As a 
distributor we do not control the manufacture of the products themselves, we do offer 
environmentally friendly products but the above sections appear to involve 
manufacturing processes.  
 
Distributors are expected to respond to this section with applicable information. This 
may include manufacturers known practices that the proposer distributes.  
 

110. Section 1.1 With regard to volume incentives or growth incentives; are the participating 
states able to accept discounts in the form of rebates rather than an increase in the 
discount offered? You are suggesting a cumulative volume discounts (or rebate), are you 
referring to a volume for purchasing entity, an entire State or for the entire contract?  
 
Volume discounts are cumulative volume discounts and refer to the entire contract 
volume. 
 

111. In the previous awarded contract there were a range of discounts offered per product 
category. When evaluating the pricing of items outside of the market basket how will the 
evaluation committee check and verify the actual pricing offered on an item?  
 
One percentage off catalog list price for each category is required.  All pricing shall be 
per the proposer’s current published catalog. 
 

112. How do you anticipate evaluating percentage discounts for this award since the list price 
varies by supplier? Catalog pricing may vary widely by supplier. How will the actual 
discounts offered be evaluated? This is important because some of the discounts offered 
may appear to be smaller but the “Catalog” price may already be considerably lower and 
a 5% discount from one supplier may be equivalent to a 30% discount from another.  
 
All catalog pricing and the offered percentage off pricing shall be taken into 
consideration during evaluation. 
 

113. During the previous contract, how were products not shown in the printed catalog priced 
by the supplier and subsequently verified by WSCA? 
  
The current contractor’s catalog is used to verify the pricing.  
 

114. In section 7.1.2, how do you define purchasing entity?  
 
A “purchasing entity” is any governmental entity within a Participating State. This 
includes all State, city, county, school districts, university systems, judicial systems and 
any other political subdivision within that State. 
 

115. In section 1.6, does the 1 year firm pricing apply to the parts listed on the market baskets 
or to all items sold during the 1 year period?  
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Section 1.6 shall be amended to read as follows: Pricing shall be held firm for the first 
six months of the contract and may be amended semi-annually thereafter. This pricing  
Applies to all items sold. 
 

116. Section 1.6 Pricing indexes traditionally do not follow the products within this 
commodity group. To offer the most competitive pricing available would it be reasonable 
to increase prices to the WSCA contract only when manufactures have publically 
announced an increase?  
 
No.  Price increases/decreases shall be done according to a pricing index and only 
after approval by WSCA. 
 

117. In section 3.5, please clarify the workflow requirements?  
 
Section 3.5 E-Commerce and Web Catalog Capabilities shall be changed to a desirable 
requirement. Please discuss what workflow controls/ checks and balances you have in 
place to assure WSCA and the Participating States that order requests have been 
authorized by the using agency within that State. 
 

118. In section 3.5, what information would you like to see in order status/order tracking?  
 
Order Status/ tracking shall be information that is readily available to a purchasing 
entity that indicates the progress and status of an order from receipt of order by 
contractor to the delivery of the order. 
 

119. In section 3.8, would you provide a list of mandatory and optional fields for level III 
credit card reporting?  
 

Level III credit card reporting details all sales information, transaction lines, 
detailed pricing and total.  

Standard Info - credit card number & exp, billing address, zip code & invoice 
number.  

Sales Tax - an amount must be submitted separately from the total transaction 
amount.  

Freight Amount - If unavailable, enter $0.00  

Line Item Details: Product / Service ID (item ID) Product / Service Description 
Quantity Item Amount (like $100) Unit of Measure  

120. Section 5.1.10:  As a large business we are not fully aware of all activities for all 
associates outside of working hours. We are not aware of anyone who is in a procurement 
position. We are assuming the intent of this question is to disclose any conflict of interest, 
is this assumption correct? The only tracking of this nature we currently have is a list of 
associates that are serving in the National Guard. We would like to keep that information 
confidential.  
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This question refers to any conflict of interest in which a contractor employee also is 
employed by a purchasing entity within a Participating State. National Guard service is 
exempt from this information. 
 

121. Does each state that has indicated intent to participate have a centralized warehouse? If 
so, could you provide a list of the addresses?  
 
No. 
 

122. Please provide the breakdown of the previous contract year spend of $360M per 
category?  
 
This information is not available. 
 

123. For at least 7 parts found in the Fasteners and Packaging market baskets, the Grainger 
part number, and descriptions match; however, the supplier name does not match. For 
example. Part number, 2XY29, and Description – Anchor Shackle, match; however, the 
Supplier Name is 3M Tape Division. For these parts, do you want us to disregard the 
supplier name?  
 
The corrected excel spreadsheet is embedded at the end of this document. 

 
124. Section 1.3.3; If each State can add an administrative fee, can this amount be added to the 

sale price of the contract within that State alone? This will allow State’s that do not 
participate in this practice to receive the most competitive price available? Is there a 
maximum or cap on fee that can be added? Will you provide a list of the administrative 
fees for each participating state?  
 
Individual State Administrative Fees shall be added to that individual State pricing 
only. The individual State Administrative fees will be described in their Participating 
Addendum and reflected in the price per item for that State. WSCA does not have 
access to each State’s Administrative Fees.  

 
125. Section 4.10.3: Is this provision asking for items that may be available to be purchased 

through a reseller for this contract? Will these type of arrangements need to be considered 
a sub-contractor?  
 
Proposers are asked to detail products that may be available and may also include any 
intentions to sell through a reseller in their proposal response.  These arrangements 
may be considered a sub contractor relationship. 
 

126. Section 6.1: As part of our Small Business subcontracting plan we would like to continue 
to seek partners that we can add to the scope of this agreement. Will we be allowed to 
add Small Business subcontractors after award to help increase the Small Business 
throughput on this agreement?  
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Yes, upon approval by WSCA. 
 

127.  Section 4.6 – Will we have access to State Purchasing personnel at centralized locations 
or when describing the implementation plan do we need to consider training at individual 
sites with each State?  
 
We would anticipate that your implementation plan will describe how you plan to offer 
assistance and instruction to both centralized and decentralized users regarding your 
contract. 
 

128. Section 7.1.2 - One of the benefits to multiple awarding the contract is that competition 
will take place within the market baskets to provide the best service possible and at the 
best possible price. The ability to discount would be a great benefit to many WSCA users 
but the awarded contractors will not be as willing to discount if the act of discounting will 
establish a new contract price. Would the committee consider removing the price de-
escalation clause?  

 
7.1.2 shall be amended to read as follows: 
Contract prices represent-ceiling prices for the supplies and services priced in the 
award(s).   
 
Contractors may offer, at their discretion, special discounted pricing to a Participating 
State for large quantity orders or other circumstances. 
 

129. We offer a product that competes extremely well with the Perma Patch 60 lb bag 
(Grainger Part Number 3ZC17). Our product is in a container size of 50 lbs per bag. Will 
products with different container sizes be considered? How would you evaluate items that 
have different sized containers?  
 
Proposers must clearly indicate the size difference in their response and calculate the 
pricing to reflect the pack size requested on the market basket pricing sheets.  
 

130. Will you notify the respondents when you have received their customer references?  
 
No.  
 

131. There are several line items within the Cleaning market basket where there are no 
Grainger part numbers, the manufacturer part numbers are invalid or are missing, and the 
brief descriptions are unidentifiable, Can you provide more information or remove these 
items from the baskets? For example, manufacturer model number of “none” and a 
description of “Oxivir Five 16.” Another example is manufacturer part number of “none”, 
model number of “53504”, and description of “Glass Cleaner – Green Earth?” This 
model number is invalid. Is this a spray bottle, a concentrate, or an aerosol, and in what 
size? 26. Part number 6X452 for a quantity of 220 in the motor market basket is a 
bushing listed as an adapter bushing. The manufacturer is stated as Climax and Climax 
cannot identify the part number or description. Will you provide more information on this 
part including a drawing or possibly remove it from the market basket?  
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The corrected excel spreadsheet is embedded at the end of this document. 
 
132. Is a complete Pricing List required with the bid submittal for EACH manufacturer 

offered?  That is on page 79? 
 
Page 79 is the request for the percentage off catalog list price per category for all items 
offered not on the market basket.  Proposers shall respond with one total percentage 
off catalog list price only per category.  

 
133. Section 1.6 - Allowable Price Increases Section 1.6 talks requires that price increases be 

substantiated by the PPI or CPI. Since it is not uncommon to have a substantial increase 
from a supplier on a single item that would not be reflected in or by the PPI or CPI. Will 
WSCA accept additional or other forms of support for price increases, such as a 
manufacturer's letter?  
 
No. 
 

134. Will WSCA allow the parties to agree upon the adequate substantiation for price 
increases, such as PPI, CPI or manufacturer's letter, depending on the situation?  
 
Indexes such as PPI and CPI are the only forms of substantiation of price increases 
acceptable. A manufacturer’s letter will not be accepted. 
 

135. Will WSCA accept another form of conclusive evidence? Such as a letter from the 
manufacturer? It is not uncommon to have a substantial increase from a supplier on a 
single item and not affect the Producer Price Index or Consumer Price Index 
significantly. We suggest that WSCA allows for an exception with this requirement.  
 
This will not be acceptable to WSCA. 

 
136. Section 3.5. E-Commerce and Web Catalog Capabilities If WSCA moves the 

requirement for work-flow management from a mandatory requirement to a desirable 
feature, will WSCA give vendors with work flow management capabilities and 
functionality extra credit?  
 
Section 3.5 E-Commerce and Web Catalog Capabilities shall be changed to a desirable 
requirement. 

 
137. Section 4.8 Sustainability/Environmental Practices This section asks proposers to 

describe sustainability and environmental practices for the following: Section 4.8.2 - Use 
of single plastic resins in plastic components weighing more than 100 grams; Section 
4.8.2 - Clear and visible labeling of plastic types in components weighing more than 25 
grams Section 4,8,3 - Avoidance of paints, including metallic paints on any internal or 
external plastic housings Section 4.8.4 - Equipment that is assembled in such a way that 
components may be dismantled easily so that individual components may be 
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disassembled, separated, identified and reused or recycled easily. Do these subsections 
apply to industrial supplies or were these sub-sections included by mistake?  

 
These subsections refer to all product categories listed in this RFP. 
 

138. What is WSCA looking for in these subsections relative to industrial supply/MRO 
products? Question 4 Sections 5.1.2, 5.1.12, 5.1.13, 10.2(Litigation Disclosure These 
sections ask proposers to disclose prior and ongoing litigation and investigations. What 
time frame does WSCA require for past litigation and/or investigations? Within the past 2 
years, 3 years, 5 years? What is the scope o of the litigation and/or investigations? Does 
is it limited to contracts with governmental agencies or is WSCA looking for all 
information that could include, but not be limited to: product liability, personal injury and 
tort litigation, e employment claims and litigation, OSHA investigations, state and local 
environmental investigations/litigation; real estate disputes; commercial litigation or 
disputes and so on? Is the mere fact that investigations or litigations exist the critical 
factor or is WSCA looking for a statement that the results will not be a material event on 
the proposer's financials? Can WSCA clarify the scope of these requests? 
 
Section 5 refers to any litigation for the last five (5) years. Litigation is referred to as 
any litigation for any reason. This information will be used to assist the WSCA 
sourcing team in evaluating the abilities of a proposer to satisfactorily perform the 
contract. 
 

139. Market Basket - When the Supplier Name is listed as Grainger and the product 
description is limited, how do we accurately identify these items? 
 
Please refer to Grainger.com for further product descriptions. 
 

140. For item 1.3.1 - it says the pricing listed on the "pricing schedule" of this proposal shall 
include the WSCA Administrative Fee. But it also says the administrative fees may not 
be added as a line item. Does this mean on the pricing schedule that we should take our 
cost plus the .5% administrative fee and this equals the pricing that we submit on the 
pricing schedule?  

 
Yes. 
 

141. For item 1.3.2 it says to provide a sample statement document review. Is an excel 
spreadsheet or designated system report sufficient for this item? 
 
A sample of the proposers billing statement is requested. 

 
142. Will the award be given strictly on price?  

 
No. Pricing is 500 points and the desirables section is an additional 500 points. 

 
143. Will there be more than one distributor chosen for any given state(s)?  
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Multiple awards are possible based on the proposal responses. 

 
144. Will the award lean more toward a distributor who can supply products from more 

categories than just 1 or 2?  
 
Multiple awards are possible based on the proposal responses. Proposal responses will 
be evaluated and awarded points. There are a maximum 500 points for pricing and 500 
points for the desirables section of the RFP. 

 
145. Will the award favor a distributor who can supply products from all the categories?  

 
Proposal responses will be evaluated and awarded points. There are a maximum 500 
points for pricing and 500 points for the desirables section of the RFP. 

 
146. Will WSCA award the contract to a distributor who can cover a larger geographic area 

over one that has a limited number of states it can cover?  
 
Proposal responses will be evaluated and awarded points. There are a maximum 500 
points for pricing and 500 points for the desirables section of the RFP. 

 
147. Section 1. Overview:  Is there any possibility to allow for expansion to other states during 

the award period or any renewals? If the proposer chooses to only service one state due to 
a variety of reasons, as that proposer grows and is able to service other states, is there 
some reason we cannot do that at the appropriate time?  
 
The language in Section one of this RFP shall be changed to the following: 
 
..However, if a Proposer elects to submit a Proposal for a single State then the 
Proposer must be willing to supply the entire State.  Proposers may add additional 
States at a later date during the contract if mutually agreed to by the proposer and 
WSCA. Please note that this does not guarantee that additional States added at this 
later date will automatically sign a Participating Addendum.  
 

148. Section 8.1 Are we to understand that payment is guaranteed within 45 days? If it is past 
that time period can we then charge interest?  
 
The WSCA terms and conditions allow for late fees and interest, how if this varies the 
Participating State will address this on their Participating Addendum. 
 

149. Attachment H Could you please define the term "Market Basket"?  
 
Items that have a history of high volume purchases comprise the market basket. It is 
expected that due to the high purchase volume that better pricing will be given for 
these specific items than the % of catalog list price. 
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This document must be submitted in the “State 
Documents” section/tab of vendors’ technical proposal 

 
 

150. Section 3.10.1.2:  What level of support is required for this emergency number? 
 
Due to the nature of the products requested on this RFP and the need for many of 
these products during an emergency situation, a contact person must be available 24/7. 
Emergency is defined as a natural disaster, manmade disaster etc. only. 

 
151. Section 4.5: You state that a packing slip shall be included with each shipment and shall 

include, among other requirements, Unit Price and extension. This is not standard 
business practice. Is it acceptable to generate a separate invoice and deliver it 
electronically or by US mail? 
 
The packing slip should include all the requested data is Section 4.5 

 
152. There appear to be discrepancies between the Grainger part number, description and 

manufacturer part number on the market basket, specifically on the lamps and packing & 
shipping items. See examples below. Tab: Lamps, Ballasts, Fixtures. All the items coded 
lamps, the Grainger part number and description does not match the manufactures part 
number. Example: Grainger part 2F944 description is a 100w Metal Halide lamp but the 
manufactures part number is a 26watt biaxial florescent lamp. Tab: Fasteners. All items 
coded Packing & Shipping, the Grainger part number and description does not match the 
manufactures part number. Example: Grainger part 3AY60 description is a 1 ton ratchet 
puller but the manufactures part number is a roll of tape. Question: Should we use the 
Grainger part number or the Manufacturers part number as a basis for providing pricing? 

 
The corrected excel spreadsheet is embedded at the end of this document. 

 
 

WSCA 1862 Price 
Sheets Corrections Id 

 
 
ALL ELSE REMAINS THE SAME FOR RFP 1862 

 
 

Vendor shall sign and return this amendment with proposal submitted. 
 
NAME OF VENDOR ___________________________________________________________ 
 
AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE ____________________________________________________ 
 
TITLE __________________________________  DATE _____________________________ 
 

RFP 1862 Amendment #2 
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